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Brief Project Definition

The City Skyline Map is an interactive documentation of Istanbul silhouettes collected from 
different locations within the city. The project is a combination of the real map and interactive 
visuals in the computer environment based on technology called augmented reality. The user will be 
able to carry the map anywhere but the silhouettes of the city will only be seen through a computer. 

Goals & Objectives

The main objective of the project is to make inhabitants consider about the buildings that they are 
surrounded by in their daily life. Once they realize the impact of a building on the skyline, they will 
afterwards be able to begin to discuss the corresponding impacts of its existence on their 
environment and pay more attention to preserving the silhouette of their city. Furthermore the 
project aims to set the user thinking about the city and its evolving identity. 

Target Audience & User

Since the project is directly related to the urban area, the corresponding target audience is the 
inhabitants of Istanbul. Their gender and age do not play any role in the project. 

Background Information

The reason that I came up with this project is my personal interest on anything about data 
visualization and infographics. I had realized that interest of mine while I was trying to visualize a 
map showing one of the most historical/ touristic district of Istanbul for the booklet of event called 
Istype in 2012. During my research for the project, I looked at some infographics, both printed and 
animated, tried to find out what I like about them. Mainly I got impressed by the comprehensible 
environment that it creates to convey information. Also I find it as an amusing and intelligent way 
to tell stories no matter what the content is. 

After I decided the type of visualization that I would like to develop, I began to search for a major 
content and context for my project. I thought about things I appreciate and tried to find interesting 
ones to deal with. Since I am interested in visual culture and trying to become one professional in 
the field, I headed in that direction. I wanted it to be related with the cities and societies. As I went 
on with the content research, I got inspired  by a project called “City Sound Map” by Silvia 
Giulianini. (http://cargocollective.com/silviagiulianini/City-Sound-Map) In her project she is 
dealing with the noise and sound perception of people in the city. Similarly, I knew I had to keep 
and organize somehow the visual data of the city I live in. 

After brainstorming about the possible contents, I decided to keep a record of silhouettes from 
different locations within the city. Cities are usually well known with one or a couple of silhouettes 
taken from their most famous touristic districts. When we see these silhouettes we could understand 
which city they belong to. However an inhabitant of the city is confronted with a lot of other 
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silhouettes rather than this most typical one. One might consider each of them saying something 
about the current identity of the city. In the past couple of years Istanbul was being discussed about 
the changes that are being made on its silhouette. In 2011, there was a major discussion about a 
skyscraper construction that suddenly rose behind the Historic Peninsula and changed its silhouette. 
Rather than specify a particular solution on the topic, my project makes a graphic documentation of 
the city and aims to take people’s attention on their environment and make them think about the 
factors that plays role in forming/ changing of a silhouette.

I wanted to create a real map and make use of its physicality. People had to grasp the map in their 
hand, carry and use it whenever they wanted. On the other hand I didn’t want to deal just with the 
printed media, because I wanted my project to involve interactivity and make me learn how to 
combine it with my design. Additionally I would not have enough space on the map to show all the 
silhouettes, even though I would have, it could seem too crowded and complicated to the viewer. As 
a result of this I decided to use augmented reality as my technique, which I could make use of both 
the tangible map and the animated graphics made in Adobe Flash in the computer environment. 

Detailed Project Description

The project will based on the usage of a real map. Also having two different sides, on the one side 
there will be the infographic map that I will construct. On the map there will be two different types 
of spots painted with different colors; one corresponding the skyscrapers, as being the highest 
buildings attacking to the city silhouettes, and the other spots symbolizing locations where I went 
and generated the silhouettes of the counter side (I will call them as silhouette spots during the 
project). Once the user positions the camera in front of the marker that carries the relevant code 
information, the silhouette spots will be visible in the computer. Clicking on these spots in the 
computer, the user will be able to see the skyline of the counter part from there. 

On the backside of the physical map the skyline of Beşiktaş will be printed, where the business 
district Levent could also be seen with its skyscrapers. The district will be examined through its 
recent history in order to show user its visual change during the development of skyscraper projects.     
At the end of the part that gives information, the user will be able to change the districts skyline at 
will. The user will be encouraged to use the skyline that he/she re-created in daily life to spread the 
use of the map. Printing it on a cotton bag or a t-shirt might be possible suggestions. 

 
Scope of the Project

The project will: 
  - based on the interactivity with the user

- make a visual documentation of Istanbul’s skylines from various locations
- make me learn computer programs based on coding such as Adobe Flash



Required Know How & Resources

For the creating of the silhouettes I will need to take good photographs from different locations 
within Istanbul. Then I will use Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop to design both the silhouettes and 
the map. In order to make the animations I will learn Adobe Flash Professional.
For the technical part of the project I am going to need a camera, an open source code library called 
FlarToolkit, a computer tracking library called ARToolKit and Flash. 

Difficulties & Risks

The most difficult part of the project for me is the technical part which requires the knowledge of 
coding. I need to watch a lot of tutorials in order to be able to fulfill the needs of the project. For the  
design part, I need to generate clean skylines trough the views from different locations. I need to 
determine my silhouette spots carefully, because one risk might be that the skylines could end up 
being similar so that looking at the different skylines would not make any difference for the user. 
Another important issue about the skylines is their categorization. I think I have to categorize them 
and include its information on the map, but it is not obvious yet to me in which way it has to be 
done. It could be according the heights of silhouette spots that I will choose. Another possibility 
might be the history of that locations; whether they are historical, modern or a combination or both.

Phases of the Project

- Making research and doing readings in the themes such as city and its identity, architecture field 
(skyscrapers for example)

- Deciding on the specific silhouette spots in the city and taking good photographs from various 
angles

- Generating skylines in Adobe Photoshop & forming vector based clean ones in Illustrator 
- Designing the map
- Making storyboard for the animations
- Learning Adobe Flash and doing the animations
- Learning coding for achieving augmented reality, finding out how to make use of FlarToolkit and    

ARToolKit
- Setting up the scene

Criteria of Success

The criteria of success depends on:  
  -   The readability of the skylines

- The movements of animations in Flash while the camera is located on the map shooting a real 
time footage

- if the project would be able to make user pay more attention of the city and its identity


